[Preliminary results of the effects of electromagnetic fields ELF and TAMMEF on human lymphocytes: evaluation of some biological parameters].
The Authors have evaluated the effects of low frequency electromagnetic fields on human peripheral blood lymphocytes metabolism. It has been assayed total proteins and the activities of some purine metabolism enzymes after exposure of the cells to sinusoidal ELF fields (100 Hz frequency) or to the new TAMMEF system fields, characterized by variable frequency, intensity and shape of wave. The protein lymphocytes content, increased after both treatments. Instead, the enzyme activities did not vary, with the exception of Myokinase activity, which, respect to the control, increased after ELF field treatment, and slightly decreased after TAMMEF treatment. This preliminary result was interpreted as a variation of the cellular electric charge stability, stimulated by ELF fields, which induce the Myokinase to increase its rate, to rearrange the correct equilibrium, while the TAMMEF field were useless to maintain the cellular electric charge at normal levels. We interpreted these preliminary results as follow: the ELF fields influence the cellular electric charge stability, so that the cells must increase MK activity to restore the correct equilibrium, while TAMMEF fields are useful to maintain and regulate cellular electric charge. The results obtained by this preliminary study opens interesting prospective to be further investigated.